
Cloud Strategy Workshop
Create the plan that will ensure success. 

Assessment Overview
As organizations continue to adopt public and hybrid-cloud, a well-defined 
strategy is critical to realize the cost optimization, increased security and 
operational efficiencies that the public cloud can offer. Conversely, a poorly 
designed cloud architecture can increase operational costs, decrease 
security and hinder agility and innovation. Understanding what, why and 
how to properly adopt cloud services is an important step to achieve 
success.

Alchemy Technology Group, Inc. (Alchemy) has developed a comprehensive 
Cloud Strategy Workshop that allows us to review your current and future 
business objectives, compliance and governance requirements and develop 
the right strategy that allows for operational and cost efficiencies while 
remaining secure and compliant.

Methodology
Discovery 
   • Review the business objective and cloud initiatives
   • Review compliance objectives
   • Review strategy from a SaaS, IaaS, and PaaS perspective
   • Review sanctioning processes
 
Gap Analysis
   • Identify deficiencies in the current Cloud Strategy
   • Identify operational changes that will need to occur in order to  
     support the environment                                                                         
   • Identify compliance gaps that may need to be addressed
   • Cost optimizations
   • Procurement
   • Change Management
   • Technical areas that may be covered:
 • Identity
 • Network
 • Compute
 • Provisioning
 • Security Stack
 • VPC,VNET, or Project layouts (AWS, AZURE, GCP)

Outcome
At the end of this engagement, you’ll have a clear Cloud Strategy document, 
complete with a gap analysis and a phased roadmap to help pave the way 
for a successful cloud adoption.
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Alchemy's Transform practice leverages 
emerging technology to drive business 
outcomes. A modern data-center is 
necessary to support the innovations, 
analytics and powerful applications of 
tomorrow. Companies desire a more 
efficient and agile posture through 
automation and cloud adoption.

Alchemy can help organizations on
their digital transformation journey
through our expertise in cloud strategy 
and architecture, data-center
transformation, workflow automation
and robotic process automation (RPA).

Let the transformation begin.
www.alchemytechgroup.com
transform@alchemytechgroup.com

Alchemy Technology Group is an industry 
leading IT advisory, consulting, and reseller 
firm focused on transformational excellence.
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